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CONNECTING YOU WITH THE  
GLOBAL PLASTICS INDUSTRY
We are the leading provider of information, market intelligence and events  
for the global plastics industry. Our business is underpinned by our talented 
people and our unique databases. 

Our consultants, researchers, writers, and event organisers include many of the most respected experts  
in their fields. We understand the global plastics processing industry and we know how markets are  
changing and where they are heading. We can identify exciting market opportunities, new customers,  
and innovative technologies to help grow your business.

Formed in 1986, and based in Bristol, UK, we have grown continuously with the addition of new 
businesses, products, and services. Our data is built from a deep understanding of downstream 
demand trends, and we are in constant contact with the industry through our on-going market 
research, frequent events and regular magazines.

5 WAYS WE CAN HELP  
GROW YOUR BUSINESS

1. Improve your strategic decision making.  
Our consultancy services and market reports can provide  

you with a greater understanding of global market trends.  
This will help you to identify and quantify opportunities  

and risks, enabling you to make informed strategic  
decisions for your business.

2. Identify new customers. Our databases provide 
comprehensive, targeted, and up-to-date lists of potential 

clients for your company. They will help to make your sales 
teams more effective and grow revenue from new customers.

3. Build better contacts. Our international events provide 
the perfect environment to make new contacts and network 

with key players in a specific sector. They attract high-level 
international audiences from throughout the supply chain with a 

clear interest in the events' focused themes.

4. Promote your brand, products and services.
Our global digital magazines provide a cost-effective way 
to promote your brand, products, and services to a global 

audience. In addition, sponsoring or exhibiting at one of our 
events is a great way to reach a specific market.

5. Learn about new technologies and applications. 
Our digital magazines provide a comprehensive  

resource of up-to-date technical information,  
while our international events keep you  
abreast of the very latest materials and  

process innovations.

This brochure has details of our  
broad range of services and  
products, including

page 3  // Conferences 

page 4  // Consulting

page 5 // Databases

page 6  // Exhibitions

page 7 // Magazines
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WHY SPONSOR AN AMI 
CONFERENCE? 

 Generate new sales leads

 Network with key decision makers

 Launch and showcase your products and services

 Convert prospect clients into sales

 Promote and reaffirm your brand awareness

We are the leading organiser of conferences 
for the plastics industry around the world. 
We run more than 65 events in Europe, North 
America and Asia each year, featuring 1,000+ 
expert presentations and attracting over 6,000 
plastics industry professionals.

Focused on specific subjects, our conferences bring together 
international audiences including influential players from 
throughout the supply chain. In particular, the events typically 
attract a high proportion of processors and end-users.

Our conferences provide a perfect environment for attendees to 
learn about the latest market and technology trends in their chosen 
subject. They also offer excellent opportunities for making new 
contacts with plenty of time set aside for networking.

With highly effective marketing opportunities, we have a range  
of sponsorship packages available for each event as well as 
exhibition stands.

CONFERENCES 
MAKING THE RIGHT 
CONNECTIONS

These are just some of the topics covered  
by our international conferences:

 Agricultural films

 Artificial grass

 BOPP film

 Cable applications

 Closures and caps

 Compounding

 Conductive plastics

 Fire retardants

 Flexible packaging

 Masterbatch

 Medical applications

 Minerals in compounding

 Multi layer packaging films

 Oil and gas applications

 Pipeline coating

 Plastic pipes

 Plastic pouches

 Plastics recycling 

 Polyamides

 Polymer foams

 Polymer sourcing  
and distribution

 Polyolefin additives

 Profiles

 PVC formulation

 Stretch and shrink film

 Sustainable plastics

 Thin wall packaging

 Waterproof membranes

 Wind turbine blade 
manufacture

To find out more about AMI's conferences including sponsorship and exhibition opportunities contact: 

UK +44 (0) 117 924 9442

US +1 610 478 0800 

eventsales@ami.international

www.ami.international/events
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For further information on consulting services and market reports contact our dedicated sales team: 

sales@ami.international

+44 117 924 9442

www.ami.international/cons

Our team of industry experts provide 
independent strategic advice for a wide 
range of clients around the world. 

CONSULTANCY SERVICES  
PROVIDING STRATEGIC  
INSIGHTS

WE WORK WITH: 
   Polymer producers and distributors

   Additives suppliers

 Compounders and masterbatch producers

   Plastics processors

 Financial investors

   Machinery and equipment suppliers

 Trade bodies and government agencies

MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS WITH:
Market reports and data

Access a range of up-to-date market reports and data 
providing critical insight based on detailed research carried 
out by market experts. 

Bespoke market research

Tailored to your individual needs and with the strictest confidence 
to meet your timescales and budget. Let us contribute to the 
strategic and market development of our your business.

Due diligence and merger & acquisition analysis

With strong technical and commercial due diligence we can 
support you with competitive analysis, profiling and reliable 
data for M&A.

CONSULTANCY IS AT  
THE HEART OF WHAT WE DO!

KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE
Our multi-discipline consulting team is comprised of engineers, 
chemists, economists and materials scientists. With team 
members from all corners of the world, we can communicate 
effectively and support you on a global basis.

Our consultants are regular speakers at AMI's international 
conferences and industry events, keeping abreast of new trends 
and developments, and have excellent contacts with senior 
personnel throughout the plastics industry.

MARKETS & PROCESSES
We have a deep understanding of the plastics industry 
supply and value chain. From polymer production through 
compounding to processing to the brand owner/OEM, 
our expertise in the plastics markets and their processing 
technologies worldwide is unprecedented.

Our knowledge is underpinned by an extensive market 
research programme which covers detailed downstream 
analysis of the end use markets and we have technical 
understanding of the principal technologies used in 
manufacturing plastic products. Our consultants are also 
experts on the trends and future use of both conventional and 
bio-based plastic materials in major customer segments.
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DATABASES 
IDENTIFYING  
OPPORTUNITIES

For over 30 years we have helped thousands of companies identify 
business opportunities with cost effective data. We regularly 
interview compounders, plastics recyclers, moulders and extruders 
on their contact and production activities, guaranteeing that our 
data is unique and reliable.

COST EFFECTIVE DATA IS SUPPLIED IN  
MICROSOFT EXCEL FORMAT

   Access key information on each production site

   Quickly find key companies of interest for your business utilising geographical, 
polymer, market, product and machinery criteria

   Analyse plastics industry sectors with your selected criteria

   Get a visual snapshot of your industry

   Upload the data into your CRM system for marketing purposes

GET INSTANT DATA THAT YOU CAN TRUST
   Contact details

   Polymer consumption

   End use market /products manufactured

   Machinery usage

REGIONS COVERED:
   Western Europe

   Central and Eastern Europe

   North America

   South America

     The Middle East

     China and Asia

     Africa

PROCESSES COVERED:
   Blow moulding

     Cable extrusion

     Compounding

     Injection moulding

     Masterbatch 

     Polyethylene film extrusion

   Pipe extrusion

     Profile extrusion

     Recycling

     Rotational moulding

   Sheet extrusion

     Tube and hose extrusion

To find out more about our databases contact the team:

sales@ami.international 

+44 117 314 8114
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EXHIBITIONS 
CONNECT WITH THE  
PLASTICS INDUSTRY

WHY EXHIBIT? 
 Meet targeted prospect customers  

at these focused exhibitions

 Connect with new and existing customers in  
a cost-effective and time-efficient way

 Raise your company profile and generate new 
sales leads and orders

 Present your latest product developments  
face-to-face

 Take advantage of hundreds of networking 
opportunities during the day and at the 
exhibition after party

 Take advantage of thousands of business 
opportunities in one ideal venue over two days

 Be part of an extensive promotional campaign 
through AMI's plastics industry magazines

We will be welcoming the plastics industry 
back to Essen, Germany in June 2020 after 
a successful launch of the Compounding 
World Expo and Plastics Recycling World 
Expo in 2018. 

2020 will see the Compounding World Expo and Plastics 
Recycling World Expo return with the addition of Plastics Extrusion 
World Expo and Polymer Testing World Expo.

We will also be returning to Cleveland, Ohio in the United States 
in November 2020 with the four focused exhibitions for plastics 
compounding, extrusion, recycling and polymer testing.

The free-to-attend events will feature an international array of 
suppliers of raw materials and machinery, as well as providers 
of related services. They also include free conferences, featuring 
technical presentations, training seminars and business debates. 
These exhibitions present unrivalled opportunities to showcase 
your company to a large and highly targeted audience.

“The Compounding World Expo 
proved a fantastic opportunity to have 
real quality conversations and connect 
with a number of new contacts”
Max Floesser, Mitsui & Co. Deutschland GmbH

exhibition_sales@ami.international

www.ami.international/exhibitions

To find out more about AMI's exhibitions including sponsorship and exhibition opportunities contact: 

UK +44 (0) 117 924 9442

US +1 610 478 0800 

China +86 021 60912385 
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MAGAZINES 
STAYING IN  
TOUCH

We produce a selection of 
high-quality digital magazines 
focused on specific sectors of 
the plastics industry.

   Distributed free-of-charge 
to a global readership of 
over 95,000 subscribers

   Provided online and via 
dedicated apps for iPad/
iPhone and Android  
based devices

OUR MAGAZINES:
Compounding World (www.compoundingworld.com) 

Injection World (www.injectionworld.com)

Film and Sheet Extrusion (www.filmandsheet.com)

Pipe and Profile Extrusion (www.pipeandprofile.com)

Plastics Recycling World (www.plasticsrecyclingworld.com) 

By focusing each magazine on specific processes and markets we can provide much more 
relevant and in-depth content for our readers. In addition, we can deliver better value and 
results for our advertisers.

We have brought together one of the most experienced and technically-qualified editorial 
teams in the industry to deliver high-quality magazines. These provide expert coverage of 
trends in new materials and processing technologies, as well as exclusive market analysis 
from our consultants, plus the latest industry news from around the world.

The digital magazines are distributed to a highly-focused global audience based on our 
unrivalled databases. Because we eliminate print, paper and postage costs, the magazines 
provide cost-effective platforms for suppliers to advertise their products and services to a 
large, international and focused audience. 

Each magazine has its own dedicated website (details above), which features links to view 
the latest editions; registration details for free subscriptions; archives of past issues; and 
media packs with circulation details and advertising rates.

Get more visibility for your company by advertising in one of our magazines. 
To find out more contact:

claire.bishop@ami.international

levent.tounjer@ami.international

For links to all our magazines visit:

www.ami.international/mags
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